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**Title:** *People of the Philippines vs. Danilo Valdez and Simplicio Orodio*: A Case of
Murder with Conspiracy

**Facts:** The Regional Trial Court, First Judicial Region, Branch 26, San Fernando, La
Union, found Danilo Valdez and Simplicio Orodio (“Kamlon”) guilty of murder, sentencing
them to death. This ruling came after they were accused of killing Eleno Maquiling on June
7, 1977, in Santol, La Union, with premeditation, treachery, and nocturnity.

The Maquiling family was in their yard when Eleno was shot with a firearm from the north.
Esmenia Maquiling,  Eleno’s mother,  saw Valdez and Orodio running away with Valdez
carrying a gun. An autopsy revealed Eleno suffered 8 gunshot wounds. Initial investigations
and statements from the victim’s family linked Valdez and Orodio to the crime, pointing to a
prior quarrel and threats against Eleno.

Valdez and Orodio contested their guilt, proposing a defense of alibi, claiming they were in
Ilocos  Sur  at  the  crime  time.  Their  trial  concluded  with  their  conviction,  which  they
appealed, leading to an automatic review by the Supreme Court.

**Issues:**
1.  Was  the  prosecution’s  evidence,  particularly  based  on  circumstantial  evidence  and
witness testimony, sufficient to establish the guilt of Valdez and Orodio beyond a reasonable
doubt?
2.  Did  the  trial  court  err  in  its  consideration  of  the  elements  of  treachery,  evident
premeditation, and the aggravating circumstance of nocturnity?
3. Was there a conspiracy between Valdez and Orodio in committing the murder of Eleno
Maquiling?

**Court’s Decision:**
The Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s decision, convicting Valdez and Orodio for
murder,  noting  the  evidence constituted an unbroken chain  leading to  the  reasonable
conclusion that they were culpable. Their presence at the scene, the previous threat to the
victim’s life by Valdez, and their uncorroborated alibi weighed against them. The Court
disagreed with the Solicitor General’s recommendation to acquit Orodio, highlighting that
conspiracy made both equally liable regardless of who fired the shot. The Court reiterated
the presence of treachery and evident premeditation, adjusting the sentence to reclusion
perpetua due to the abolition of the death penalty.

**Doctrine:** The Supreme Court highlighted the importance of circumstantial evidence in
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proving guilt beyond reasonable doubt where direct evidence is unavailable. The Court also
reiterated  the  concept  of  conspiracy,  which  makes  the  act  of  one  the  act  of  all,  and
emphasized that treachery and evident premeditation serve as qualifying circumstances that
elevate homicide to murder.

**Class Notes:**
– **Circumstantial Evidence**: Must form an unbroken chain pointing to guilt.
– **Conspiracy**: Ensures that the act of any conspirator is deemed the act of all, making
each conspirator equally culpable.
– **Treachery (Alevosia)**: The attack is executed without any chance for the victim to
defend themselves or retaliate, upgrading homicide to murder.
– **Evident Premeditation**: Shown by overt acts indicating a clear intent to kill, planned
before the execution of the crime.
–  **Nocturnity**:  Can  be  considered  an  aggravating  circumstance  but  is  absorbed  by
treachery if it facilitated the commission of the crime without risk to the perpetrator.

**Historical Background:** The case represents a period in Philippine legal history where
capital punishment was still prescribed and later references to changes brought about by
the  1987  Constitution,  highlighting  the  dynamic  nature  of  legal  interpretations  and
penalties over time.


